
NARRATIVE ESSAYS FOR 5TH GRADE

They say a picture is worth a thousand words, but a narrative essay can also tell an exciting story and create vivid
pictures in the reader's mind! We've got 

Write a story about something fun that happened in your school. What made it so special? Some studies have
shown that listening to music can help students concentrate. Tasty Treats. Creative Writing Essay Prompts
Creative writing allows students to engage their imaginations and story-telling skills while also practicing vital
writing skills such as sequence and description. The Ultimate Game. A time when you rebelled against your
parents or teacher. Narrative Essay Topics Your first day of school. Something embarrassing that happened to
you. What is your life like? Write about your day in the life of that person. How do we get them to write those
stories? They omit relevant details, but go on and on about irrelevant ones. Write a story about what frightens
you. Team Players. When teaching narrative writing, many teachers separate personal narratives from short
stories. Share your assignment rubric so they understand the criteria that will be used to evaluate them; it
should be ready and transparent right from the beginning of the unit. Convince your brother or sister to do
your chores this week so that you have plenty of time for reading or gaming. During that time, they should
focus some of their attention on applying the skill they learned in the mini-lesson to their drafts, so they will
improve a little bit every day. Before or After. Write a story about what the world looks like under ant rulers.
Gone to the Dogs. Imagine you saw your best friend cheating on a test. Your most exciting moment
performing in a play, singing, playing music or dancing. Home Alone. A time that you experienced something
spooky.


